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Racial Melancholia, Racial Dissociation explores 
"the social and psychic predicaments of Asian 
American young adults from Generation X to 
Generation Y. Combining critical race theory with 
several strands of psychoanalytic thought, [the book 
uses] the concepts of racial melancholia and racial 
dissociation to investigate changing processes of 
loss associated with immigration, displacement, 
diaspora, and assimilation." 
 
Buy the book here! 

 

 

 

 

 

Book Analysis & Discussion Summary 
Written by book club moderator Amy Kao 
 
Racial Melancholia, Racial Dissociation is an academic text that seeks to engage the audience 
with a psychoanalysis of the Asian American experience. We chose this book as we wanted 
something that specifically focused on Asian American mental health, and to utilize book club 
conversations as means of better understanding the mental health needs of Asian Americans, 
and how that also relates to & impacts other communities of color. 
 
To understand the book, it’s crucial to first understand the authors of the book. David L. Eng is 
an English professor (currently at the University of Pennsylvania) and Shinhee Han is a 
psychotherapist at The New School and in private practice in NYC. The book represents two 
decades of their lives’ work, from their initial encounter as colleagues at Columbia University. 
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The first half of the book on racial melancholia stems from their first article together, A Dialogue 
on Racial Melancholia, published in 2000. Melancholia was originally coined by Freud in his 1917 
essay, Mourning and Melancholia: the melancholic knows “whom he has lost but not what he 
has lost in him…a type of pathological mourning without end, in which the significance of the 
lost object remains unconscious and opaque”.  
 
To this, Eng and Han add what it means to have this loss in relation to racial history, society and 
culture. While the book focuses and uses case histories and commentaries on Asian Americans, 
the way it connects psychology and race is relatable to other marginalized communities, 
particularly other immigrants. To paraphrase, this is a therapist not just looking at the 
individual, but also addressing the collective -- to consider the mother as well as the 
motherland. In just the first 29 pages of the introduction, the book covers a wide swath of racial 
history in the United States, highlighting key concepts from critical race theory such as Cheryl 
Harris’s idea of “whiteness as property” as well as psychoanalysis on how the racial subject 
perceives the world and the society around it. 
 
The first half of the book, covering racial melancholia and Gen X, is divided into another two 
chapters: Chapter 1 covers the model minority myth, depression and suicide, and Chapter 2 
covers mothering and transnational adoption from Asia. Although I am Gen Y (millennial), I am 
the first generation in my family to be born here, alongside 4 cousins, and the first chapter 
spoke the most directly to me and my own lived experiences.  
 
The context the book provides is invaluable: reminding us that Asian Americans were actively 
excluded from as far back as the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act to Japanese internment in World 
War II. Han and Eng frame this as a “history of exclusion” that intentionally made this history 
forgotten or at least less accessible. To explain the model minority myth, the authors clarify the 
assumptions that were necessary for it to exist: that the United States was truly “a land of equal 
opportunity free of racial discrimanation or distress” and “manages and erases a long history of 
institutionalized exclusion by characterizing Asian American success precisely as the 
result--rather than something that occurred despite the lack of equal opportunity in the United 
States” (40, 41). 
 
In the chapter, the authors explain that racial melancholia can manifest as depression, 
mourning, and/or suicide -- not necesarily in physical death, but a sense of loss in oneself. The 
case studies featured, Elaine and Nelson, illustrate how different these depressions can be. For 
Elaine, she feels guilty that her parents sacrificed so much to come to America, yet have not 
achieved the “American dream”, and has internalized this sentiment. For Nelson, he is 
navigating the process of trying to understand his identity as both Japanese and American, and 
how he feels not “enough” of either identity -- particularly around language, which creates 
estrangement from his mother. The authors explain that it’s crucial to emphasize racial 
melancholia as part of social and political history rather than obscuring them as 
“intergenerational familial conflicts” of Asians and Asian Americans (52).  
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Chapter 2 covered transnational adoptees. The chapter’s example of Mina, a transnational 
adoptee from Korea, illustrates her racial melancholia as a “repressed past” of the loss of her 
birth mother and motherland. She first goes to therapy to understand how being adopted has 
shaped her, and throughout the course of treatment it becomes apparent that Mina has 
internalized the racism that she has encountered in the U.S. being seen as Korean American 
despite growing up “white” in a white family, and is projecting it onto her birth mother.  
 
As Dr. Han writes, “I began to understand that her racism and bigotry were deeply connected to 
the fear of being seen by others, and accepting of herself, as a minority” (74). Over time, Mina 
begins to heal by learning more about her Korean heritage and culture, utilizing the support of a 
Korean adoptee group, and eventually taking the step to search for her birth mother in Korea by 
working with Dr. Han herself (who is also Korean American). Her story proves that loss is not 
always tangible, or even directly felt, and that identity is complicated and nuanced, which is 
universally relatable even if you aren’t an adoptee.  
 
The second half of the book focuses on racial dissociation, and is again divided into two 
chapters: Chapter 3 on parachute children, or children who come alone to the U.S. for schooling 
(also known as international students); and Chapter 4, about the intersectional identity of being 
a parachute child but also gay. 
 
Dissociation, as defined by Phillip Bromberg, is “the loss of capacity for self-reflection, the 
inability to process emotionally charged mental conflicts, and the disconnection of the mind from 
the psyche as a defense to preserve a sense of selfhood and self-continuity” (121) as well as the 
inability to “stand in the spaces between opposing realities without losing any of them”.  
 
Relating these concepts specifically to parachute children, the book examines how it feels to be 
“in between” cultures and racial identities, and to have to do so knowing your parents (often) 
made the choice for the physical separation to occur, sometimes under the pretense of your 
own improvement. In the case study of Yuna, her parents sent her to Sydney (from Seoul) to 
supposedly offer her better education, but in reality to have space to resolve their marital issues. 
Without understanding established social structures or norms, including becoming a minority 
for the first time without having the vocabulary or understanding of what that means, Yuna 
develops eating disorders and alcoholism.  
 
The book chronicles how Yuna, under Dr. Han’s care, slowly begins to connect how her 
behaviors resulted from her racial dissociation and her loss of “home”. In our book discussions, 
we talked about how the book’s case studies helped us understand our friends, colleagues and 
acquaintances better. We recognized how easy it had been for us (myself included) to just be 
envious of them--their obvious wealth, their fluency in our mother languages, their apparent 
ability to code switch and thrive in both America and their home countries -- without realizing at 
what emotional and personal cost it was to them.  
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Specifically for Asian parachute children, racial dissociation is grounded in globalization--what 
happens as rich parents in Asian countries acquire enough capital to send their children to the 
West? Is the cost of losing an identity ever reckoned with? How do the parachute children (if 
ever) truly assimilate, and are they able to relate to Asian Americans or American society? How 
do they dissociate in the process?  
 
Finally, the last chapter covers gay parachute men--and how their combined intersectionality 
identity may give rise to racial dissociation. For the two specific case studies in this chapter, the 
tension of “coming out” is not the central issue but instead, their relationships with the idea that 
the United States would be better for them as gay millennials on both an economic and social 
level. 
 
For one man, Neel, a student from Delhi, his arrival in the U.S. also then requires him to address 
colorism. While Neel is able to recognize that whiteness is attractive to him, and he wanted to 
be desired by white men, he did not understand why his relationships with white men had failed. 
Slowly, he unravels how wanting to be desired by whiteness was a result of his interactions with 
race and caste in postcolonial India and postcolonial U.S. Even though Neel already had a racial 
identity in India, he now had to also reconcile his new racial identity in the U.S., combined with 
his identity as a gay man. 
 
The last section of Chapter 4 is aptly titled “We Are All Model Minorities” and is a succinct 
summary of the book’s concepts. The authors ask the reader to consider the racial identity in an 
era that claims to be colorblind and truly equal -- but is this really the case? While racism is no 
longer explicit via laws as they once were, they are implicit -- through the model minority myth, 
through the unexpressed desire for conformity, for queerness to be hidden rather than to be 
seen.  
 
They ask us to also consider class as a function of race, noting that globalization has made 
income disparity ever more prominent and how “under the tents of neoliberalism 
multiculturalism, everyone must become an Asian American model minority” (172). The 
assumption that social norms and ideals have changed may not always be the case -- instead, 
racism has merely evolved. How do we learn to understand the racial melancholia and racial 
dissociation in this changing society that wants to pretend racism no longer exists? Ultimately 
our answer to this is how we learn more about ourselves and better relate to others. 
 
Finally, in the epilogue, Eng and Han directly refer to Trump and how his white nationalist 
rhetoric simply shows what has always been a part of America’s racial history. They urge the 
reader to form a “collective endeavor,” using universities as an institution in which to 
community-build (175). They call for more university mental health services to have Asian 
American staff members, as well as more Asian American and ethnic studies, to support 
individual students’ mental health and for there to be safe spaces in which Asian American 
students can develop their own understanding of their racial identity. 
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Discussion Questions 
Written by Moderator Amy Kao 
 
1. The authors state that “for us, race is a performance rather than an essence,” (12). Rather 
than seeing race as simply genetics, it is more as a verb than a noun. 
 
When you think about racial identity, how does this definition provided here change/expand your 
definition of race? Is this something you have previously considered? How does race a relation, 
defined as between an object and subject (observer/viewer), serve as a better explanation to 
what happens when race informs law-making and cultural norms?  

 
2. Cheryl I. Harris, in explaining “whiteness as property,”  “argued for the idea of race as a 
special kind of property right,” given that it is what is perceived as good and worthy in American 
society.  
 
“In particular, whiteness and property share a common premise -- a conceptual nucleus -- of a 
right to exclude.” - Cheryl I. Harris 

 
a) What did you think of this concept? Do you think it’s true/false? What repercussions 

does it have for BIPOC? 
b) How does this shape the history of racial justice in the US, as it relates to both history 

and the individual? How does it exclude those that are non-white from the dominant 
narrative?  

c) Specifically in this book, how have Asian Americans been included or excluded from this 
narrative, given that much of history has had a white vs black emphasis? (14-16, 21) 

 
Chapter 1 
 
3. “Asian Americans are forced to mimic the model minority stereotype in order to be recognized 
by mainstream society--in order to be, in order to be seen at all.” (45). 
 
“To the extent that ideals of whiteness for Asian Americans and other people of color remain 
unattainable, processes of assimilation are suspended, conflicted, and unresolved...the 
suspended assimilation, the inability to blend into the American melting pot, suggests that for 
Asian Americans ideals of whiteness are perpetually strained--continually estranged. They remain 
at an unattainable distance, at once a compelling fantasy and a lost idea.” (36) 
 

a) Why is mimicry by Asian Americans or other marginalized identities ultimately 
unsuccessful as a way to assimilate? What are some obstacles? (i.e. trapped in the 
stereotype, and never escaping)  
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b) Given that it’s impossible for marginalized identities to fully assimilate, the authors 
explain that this feeling of loss -- but not being sure what that loss exactly is -- becomes 
the racial melancholia that is central to this book. How have you (if you have) personally 
experienced this?  

 
4. “To occupy the model minority position, Asian American subjects must therefore subject to a 
model of economic rather than political and cultural legitimation.” (46)  
When the model minority myth centers economic achievement, rather than social or cultural 
belonging, how does it impact our perceptions of those who are able to succeed? 
 

a) Does it delegitimize them and/or undermine their challenges, because their success is 
stereotypically ‘expected’, much as how we ‘expect’/fetishize Black Americans to be 
athletically powerful, or people with autism to be geniuses?) 

  
5. “When Asian American students seek therapy, their mental health issues are overwhelmingly 
perceived as intergenerational familial conflicts. That is, they are often diagnosed as being 
exclusively symptomatic of cultural rather than social or political conflicts…[this] pathologized 
Asian culture comes to serve as an alibi for a panoply of mental health issues and symptoms.” 
(52) 
 

a) How can we make mental health spaces safer for BIPOC who are walking into a 
potentially racialized situation (especially when therapists are either white or have 
internalized ideas about this person’s racialized experiences) where there may be 
incorrect stereotypes forced upon them and used to frame their experiences? 

 
6. In the example of Nelson: Japanese (the language) is a tremendous part of his perceived 
identity as being Japanese (American). After having been punished for his mother’s failed 
mimicry, he has learned to believe a thick Japanese accent as being “bad” and perfect English 
as “good”. 

a) Have you had an experience like this in your life? How did / do these uncomfortable 
situations shape you?  

b) How has white society conditioned us to feel about having hyphenated or minority 
identities? Is it possible to be truly  American while containing multiple identities?  

 
Chapter 2 
 
6. “Is the transnational adoptee an immigrant? Is she Korean? Is she Korean American? Are her 
adoptive parents, in turn, immigrants, Koreans, or Korean Americans?” (77).  
 

a) Mina strongly associates her Korean birth mother as “bad” and her white mom as 
“good”. Why is it so important to introduce the idea of race into Mina’s interpretations of 
her two mothers? 
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b) As Mina’s mom became her personification of everything she hated about herself, she 
also began to project everything she hated about Korea onto the Koreans she met 
around her. At the same time, she idolized the whiteness in her white mom. Towards the 
book’s ‘resolution’ of Mina’s story, she is able to balance these 3 perceptions by 
acknowledging where her white mom was flawed, thereby removing the fantasy of a 
perfect white role model, while also creating some space to better be able to accept her 
Korean mom as “not all bad”. Have you also experienced this kind of ‘counterbalancing’ 
in your life and how it relates to better understanding and empathizing with your / others’ 
racial identities?  

 
Chapter 3 
 
7. The authors express dissociation as “the loss of capacity for self-reflection, the inability to 
process emotionally charged mental conflicts, and the disconnection of the mind from the psyche 
as a defense to preserve a sense of selfhood and self-continuity” (121) as well as the inability to 
“stand in the spaces between opposing realities without losing any of them”.  
 
What was your reaction to this explanation and interpretation of dissociation, especially when it 
comes to racial dissociation? 
 
8. “Significantly, they have little understanding of the subject of US racial history; they harbor 
scant knowledge of these received histories and have few resources to negotiate the patterns of 
racialization and barriers to assimilation they now face in a new nation.” (104)  

 
If you are not a parachute child, how does this lack of context affect our interactions with 
parachute children (potentially creating false stereotypes about their class and not offering 
them help?)  
 
Or if you are a parachute child, do you feel this quote is true? If so, how did it affect your 
relationships with other Asian Americans, BIPOC, and white people? 
 

a) Are there other scenarios where you have interacted with the outside world without 
completely understanding the extent of your racialized identity? How did that play out, 
and what were its effects? 

 
9. “We ask: for these struggling parachute children, how does it feel not to be a model minority in 
a colorblind age?” (109) Conversely, Vijiay Prashad asks, “How does it feel to be a solution?” 
(referencing the model minority myth). (41)  
 

a)  What do you identify with more (if at all) with either of these statements? Is there any 
in-between?  

 
Chapter 4 
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10. For these Generation Y, but still first generation, gay parachute kids, while their sexual 
orientation and racial idenity are still a part of them, they appear to be stressed about if they fit 
into the model minority as they attempt to find their own place in the U.S. 
 

a) Why is it that we assume gayness to be better accepted and tolerated in the West, when 
that in itself is an idealization of the West? (149) 

 
11. Christopher chose not to disclose his sexual orientation during his finance interviews so as 
to not dispel the model minority myth. Why do you think he believed the stereotype perceived of 
him to be so fragile that if he assumes that stating his queerness, it would cost him much of the 
privilege of being a model minority?  
 

a) Knowing that even if we don’t identify with stereotypes about ourselves, such as the 
model minority myth, others likely see “see” us through that lens, how does this 
racialized interaction with the world exert influence on our other identities? (In 
Christopher’s case, complying by “model minority” standards seems that it takes 
precedence over his queerness.) 

 
12. How does the idea of “colorblindness” continue to hurt marginalized individuals and groups 
rather than help?  
 

a) How can we ensure that as a society we do not allow queer liberalism to inadvertently 
follow the path of “colorblindness” and be erased from the narrative? As Toni Morrison 
says, it is possible to have “adjustment without improvement.” 

b) Although public discrimation is outlawed, what are ways that private discrimination are 
still allowed to flourish? 

 
Epilogue 
 
13. How would you answer the authors’ question for yourself (with you as the racial subject): 
“how does the racial subject survive this moment in history?” (174)  

 
14. How have universities increasingly become hostile to such creativity and nourishment for 
racial exchange and community spaces? What do the authors mean by “the neoliberal reordering 
of the university -- its promotion of instrumental knowledge and its reinforcing of social inequality 
and privilege?” (177) 

 
15. Where are places we can hold space and build community, apart from on college 
campuses?  
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Additional Resources 

 
All You Can Ever Know by Nicole Chung  
The Stories We Tell, And Don’t Tell, About Asian American Lives by Hua Hsu 
Asian, Pacific Islander, and South Asian American (APISAA) Therapist Directory (US only) 
Unlearning Scarcity, Cultivating Solidarity Toolkit for Asian Americans by Studio ATAO 
Authors of the book in discussion with the Asian American Writers’ Workshop 
Prof. David Eng on NPR’s Code Switch podcast being interviewed about the book  
Bridges Mental Health Directory for Asian Americans 
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https://nicolechung.net/
https://www.newyorker.com/books/under-review/the-stories-we-tell-and-dont-tell-about-asian-american-lives
https://www.asianmhc.org/apisaa
https://bit.ly/studioataotoolkit2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4DErBo4V_A&t=767s&ab_channel=AsianAmericanWriters%27Workshop
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/22/798367810/ask-code-switch-what-about-your-friends
https://bridgesmentalhealth.com/

